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Top Reasons to Migrate
to Retain Unified Archiving
from Veritas Enterprise Vault
Technology is constantly changing. With the introduction of new, more capable storage solutions such as
Retain™ Unified Archiving, many organizations have seen the need to migrate their current email archive
from Veritas Enterprise Vault.
Your organization may also have many reasons for a migration. Outlined here are some of the
common reasons that cause organizations to make the switch from Enterprise Vault:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Legacy Technology. Enterprise Vault is built on legacy technology and third-party
acquired products. This means not all electronic communication is supported for archiving, and the user experience with the archive is difficult because there are separate
modules for accessing and searching the archive.
Difficult Social Media Support. The social media archiving modules in Enterprise
Vault are a third-party system.
 o Mobile Archiving. Enterprise Vault does not archive mobile communication data
N
for iOS, Android, or BlackBerry devices, leaving organizations without oversight of
employee mobile communication.
 ack of Real-Time Data Delivery. Archived data is not immediately indexed and
L
available for search. This opens organizations up to the risk of incomplete data retrieval.
 imited Archive Access. Enterprise Vault only allows certain users to search and
L
export stored data, and it does not provide simple end-user access to the content.
This places the burden on IT to manage subpoenas, open-records requests, and other
litigation concerns.
 ack of Web Access. Enterprise Vault is not a web-enabled system; access is only
L
available through the archive client.

Migrate to a next-generation
archiving solution, Retain Unified
Archiving. Retain Unified
Archiving features:
 Powerful Search and eDiscovery
Tools
 Email, Social Media, and Mobile
Archiving
 Immediate Access and Search of
Archived Messages
 Complete Archive Access
 Unified Archive
 Multi-Platform Email Support
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8.
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 eparate Modules, Separate Login. Enterprise Vault has limited and difficult access. To access data, you have to log into separate
S
modules.
 imited Email Platform Support. Enterprise Vault only supports Exchange and Office 365. It does not support Gmail or IBM Notes.
L
It supports GroupWise through a third-party system.
 imited Search and eDiscovery Tools. Enterprise Vault lacks built-in search and eDiscovery tools. To perform eDiscovery of the
L
archive, you must purchase a separate solution, Clearwell.

How Retain Unified Archiving Does it Better
When making the transition from Enterprise Vault, the solution of choice for archiving is Retain Unified Archiving. Retain Unified Archiving archives
email, social media, and mobile communication data for case assessment, search, and eDiscovery and can be deployed on-premises or in the cloud.
Here are the top areas where Retain Unified Archiving is superior to Enterprise Vault:

1.
2.
3.
4.
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6.
7.
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Latest Technology. Retain Unified Archiving features the latest technology for email, mobile, and social media archiving. Retain is a
proven, next-generation archiving solution that continues to evolve to meet your regulatory compliance, legal preparedness, eDiscovery,
and data management needs.
Complete Social Media Archiving. Retain Social provides archiving and monitoring of social media, including Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Instagram, Flickr, Pinterest, Google+, YouTube, and Vimeo.
 obile Communication Data Archiving. Retain Mobile archives SMS, MMS, and phone call logs for Android and BBM, BBM
M
Enterprise, PIN, SMS, MMS, and phone call logs for BlackBerry. Retain archives encrypted SMS text messages and mobile business
phone logs for iOS, Android, and BBM Enterprise. Retain Mobile also features carrier level archiving of text messages. This gives you
oversight on mobile communication data for your iOS, Android and other mobile devices on the mobile carrier network.
I mmediate Access and Search of Archived Messages. All messages archived in Retain Email are immediately available for access, search, and eDiscovery. There is near-zero latency between the time a message is archived and when it is indexed and available
to be searched.
Complete Archive Access. Retain Unified Archiving provides access to administrators, auditors, and other named users so that they can
easily view, search, restore, place a litigation hold, export, and forward messages. And end users can access and manage their own archive.
 eb Access Archive Viewer. Retain Unified Archiving offers an easy-to-use browser-based interface with powerful search tools
W
that let you quickly access, search, and perform eDiscovery on the archive. Retain can be browsed and searched directly from an email
client plugin, the Retain mobile app, and the Offline Archive Viewer.
Unified Archive. Retain Unified Archiving is a unified archive of all email, social media, and mobile communication data.

8.
9.

 ulti-Platform Email Support. Retain Email features native archiving support for multiple email systems, including Exchange, Office
M
365, Gmail, IBM Notes, Bloomberg, and GroupWise®.
 owerful Search and eDiscovery Tools. Retain Unified Archiving contains built-in eDiscovery tools, at no additional cost. These
P
tools allow for powerful search, email restore, legal holds, redaction, and data export.

Migrate to Micro Focus Today
Migrate to Retain Unified Archiving where all of your email, social media, and mobile communication and web search data is archived in one central,
accessible archive. Micro Focus® provides organizations with a quick and seamless migration from Enterprise Vault to Retain Unified Archiving.

www.microfocus.com
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“Retain is a reliable, plug-and-play solution, which doesn’t
require much management at all. It was easy to
install and just works.”
HUGH R. CAUTHERS
Director of Information Services
Monroe-Woodbury Central School District

www.microfocus.com
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